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Japanese Native Speakers’ Perceptions of
Politeness when Refusing an Invitation:
An Analysis of the Relationship between
Length and Appropriateness
ITO Emiko
This study attempts to investigate the correlation of length with appro-
priateness in terms of refusals to an invitation. The data was collected
from 116 Japanese native speakers who participated in a survey. The
survey consisted of two variables: 1) length (long/short) and 2) appropri-
ateness (appropriate/inappropriate). The analysis of the survey results
veriﬁed the general hypothesis that, “Longer expressions are politer than
shorter expressions with regard to refusals under the condition that the
expression is appropriate.” The results of the present study show an
important implication for learners of the Japanese language. The Japa-
nese language is considered HC communication (High Context). This
means that the context of communication is important in socio-cultural
discourses regarding Japanese language use. If these socio-cultural ex-
pressions of communication are not followed, communication is consid-
ered incomplete (Hall 1976). This suggests that learners also need to be
able to estimate the appropriate level of politeness in a close relationship
and to use acceptable expressions when speaking with Japanese native
speakers.
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??????????????? (second language)1) ?????? (prag-
matic competence) ????????????????????????
??????????? (interlanguage pragmatics) ??????? (Blum-
Kulka, House, & Kasper 1989)???????????????????
? ‘?????????????????????? (The perception and
comprehension of illocutionary force and politeness)’ ?????????
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Brown & Levinson (1987) ?????????????????? (face)
????????????????????????????????
?????? (positive face)3) ???????????????????
???? (negative face) ?????????????????????
????????????????? FTA (Face Threatening Act) ??
??FTA ????????????? (power)???????????
??? (distance)???????????? (ranking) ????????
?????????????????????????????????






























???????????‘???????’ ?? ‘???? (semantic for-
mulas) ???????’ ??????????????????????
???????????????????????? (Blum-Kulka, &
Olshtain 1984; Beebe, Takahashi, & Uliss-Weltz 1990; ????? 1993)?
????????? ‘???????????????????????
?????????’ ???(????? 1993: 44)??????{ }??
??????????{??}{??}{??}{??}{??}????????

















2. 2. 1 ?????
????????????????? 20?????? 50??????
??????? 116??????????????? 1????????





mas (1983) ?????????? (pragmatic failure) ????????








20?? 30?? 40?? 50?? ??(?)
?? 7 13 16 8 44
?? 26 18 15 13 72
?? 33 31 31 21 116







?????????????????? (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain 1984:
198–199)?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
(Cowan, Drinkard & MacGavin 1984; Instone, Major & Bunker 1983 ??)?
?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? (Takai, Cargile &
Wiemann 2000)??????????????????????????
??????????
2. 2. 2 ????
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2. 2. 3 ????
???????????????????????????????
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?? ??
(????????????) (??????????)
‘??’ ? ‘?????’ ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????‘??’ ? ‘??????????’ ????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
‘??’ ???????????????? ‘??????????’ ??
?????????????????‘??’ ? ‘??????????’
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??? ‘??’ ???????? 3????????? ‘??’ ????
??
????????2?? × 2??????? 1????????????
? 2???? 2??????????????? 2??????????
?????????????????????????(1) ??????
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??????????
2. 2. 5 ????
????????(1) ?? (4) ????????????????5)?
3. ??????????????????????????
? 3?????????????????????? (Analysis of Vari-
ance) ?????????????? 1?????????? × ???
(A × B) ?????????? (interaction effect)6) ??????? (F
(1, 115) = 217.44, p < 0.001)????????????????????
???????????????????? t ?? (t-test)7) ??????
? 4?????? t ???????????????????????
0.1%???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? (t (115) = 19.29,
p < 0.001)?????????????????????????????
???????????? (t (115) = −5.07, p < 0.001)????????
?????????????????????????????????
(t (115) = 5.64, p < 0.001)?????????????????????




?? ?? ??? ??????
(1) ?? ?? ????
(2) ?? ??? ????
(3) ?? ??? ????
(4) ?? ?? ????
(5) — — ????
(6) — — ????
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?????????????????????????
4?????????? p < 0.05 ??????????????????
??












?? (A) ??(????) ??(????)
??? (B) ?? 4.62 (1.40) 3.69 (1.13)
??? 1.76 (1.01) 3.21 (1.11)
A (1, 115) 0.053†
B (1, 115) 0.000***
A × B (1, 115) 0.000***
***: 0.1%??????**: 1%??????*: 5%??????†: 10%???????
? 3 ????????
???????? ???? ??? t ? ????(??)
(1) ?????— (2) ?????? ?? 115 19.29 0.000***
(3) ??????— (4) ????? ?? 115 −5.07 0.000***
(1) ?????— (4) ????? ??? 115 5.64 0.000***
(2) ??????— (3) ?????? ??? 115 −10.06 0.000***
***: 0.1%??????**: 1%??????*: 5%??????†: 10%???????
? 4 ???? t ??
?????????????? ? 18? (2006?)
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???? 3???????????? (1) ?????????4.62?
????? (2) ?????????1.76?????? (3) ??????
???3.21?????? (4) ?????????3.69????????
?????????????????(1) > (4) > (3) > (2) ??????
???????? 1?? 6??????????1? ‘??’ ? 6? ‘?
?’ ???????????????????????????? ‘?
?’ ???????????????????????????????
?????? (1) > (4) > (3) > (2) ???????(1) ???????

















































?? (Kasper & Rose 2001)????????????????????
????? (grammatical errors) ????????? (pragmatic errors)
?????????????????????????????????
? (Bardovi-Harlig & Dörnyei 1998)????????????????
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3) positive ? ‘???’?negative ? ‘???’ ????????????(“?













8) Thomas (1983) ??????? (pragmatic failure) ????????
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